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PARKER’S
CRUSH ON YOU (#4)

Hey Lil Missy (#3)

Silly Streak (#2)

Exacta:  3-4/2-3-4, $4.   Tri:  3-4/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-6, $12.  Daily Double:  3-4/5-8, $8,     

Battled gamely throughout when a close second at this level/distance in her 
most recent, she lugged out pretty good that day, wins if she runs straight.
Only a neck behind the top choice in her last, this despite some trouble 
entering the 2nd turn, she clearly is the main danger to the top choice.
Goes to a route after some dull sprint efforts, she is not without a shot.

Super:   3-4/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.  Pick 3:  3-4/5-8/1-3, $8.  Pick 4:  3-4/5-8/1-3/5-7, $8.  

STHENIOS (#5)

Kamaaina Bue (#8)

Ain’t Tellin’ (#3)

Exacta:  5-8/3-5-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   5-8/3-5-8/1-3-4-5-8, $12.

Pick 3:  5-8/1-3/5-7, cost $8. 

Comes off a short rest after racing tougher in his most recent, he adds the 
blinkers, drops in claiming price and looks best.
Was given a break after a dull try when facing much tougher last, he shows four 
nice workouts, draws well and should go much better in this spot.
Barn does very well with debut types and this one looks ready off workouts.

ADVANCEMENT (#3)

Won Won Oh Five (#1)

Sharp Focus (#4)

Exacta:  1-3/1-3-4, $4.  Tri:  1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  1-3/5-7/2-5, $8.

Veteran couldn’t get the job done when 4/5 in his last but he did run a clear 
second and again looms the one to beat.
Two tough trips in his last couple of races, both routes, he is back in a sprint 
and will be flying late.
Another returning to a sprint after a good second routing, definite danger.

EXCLUSIVE STAR (#5)

Its Guiness Time (#7)

Dogleg Left (#6)

Exacta:  5-7/5-6-7, $4.  Tri:  5-7/5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  5-7/2-5/6-8, $8. 

While he hasn’t won in a while he does come off a good second place effort in 
only his second start this year, seems likely to improve, edge in a tough heat.
Excellent second when 21-1 in his last, he drops a notch, moves outside and a 
repeat of his last puts him right there.
Has decent early speed and figures to go a long way on the lead.

HE’S ALL HEART (#2)

Bid for Pride (#5)

Free Beer (#3)

Exacta:   2-6/2-3-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.

Veteran was able to repeat when facing similar at this level/distance in his last, 
he can act from on or off the lead early, stick with sharp horse.
Made a nice run leaving the turn and drew clear when facing cheaper while 
sprinting, he may prefer shorter but must be considered.
Had no pace to run into last race, this race should have a fast pace, maybe.

Super:  5-8/3-5-8/1-3-4-5-8/1-3-4-5-8, $12.

Super:   1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $12.  Pick 5:  1-3-4/5-7/2-5/4-6-8/3, $18. 

Super:  5-7/5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 4:  5-7/2-6/4-6-8/3, cost $6

Super:  2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  2-6/4-6-8/3, cost $6.
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POINT DA HARBOR (#8)

Sometimes a Lady (#6)

Quiet Wisdom (#4)

Exacta:   6-8/4-6-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   6-8/4-6-8/3-4-5-6-8, $12. 

Three for three this year including a big score over slightly tougher last, she 
draws well and should keep winning.
Had no apparent excuse for the tiring fifth when favored last but either of her two 
previous efforts give her a big shot tonight.
Overmatched last, she is back sprinting and drops way down, late threat.

Super:   6-8/4-6-8/3-4-5-6-8/3-4-5-6-8, $12.

REGAL VALID (#3)

Power Fleet (#6)

Southern Solution (#7)

Exacta:   3/2-6-7, cost $3. Trifecta:   3/2-6-7/2-4-5-6-7, Cost $12.

Nice third in a good field for the level last, he worked very well after that race 
and looks best to end the evening.
Impressed with a score in fast time in his most recent, he also worked well after 
that race, expect big try.
Forced a rocket half-mile last and paid the price, this appears an easier spot.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Friday Evening, July 25th, 2014

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

REGAL VALID in the seventh. SILLY STREAK in the first.

Super:  3/2-6-7/2-6-7/2-4-5-6-7, cost $9.  

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 3, $1 Super:   1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $12.

Daily Double:  4-6-8/3, cost $6.
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WILD HEART RUN (#5)
Cora Elizabeth (#6)

Delaney’s Joy (#1)

GAL HAS TO LIKE IT (#10)
Half Dome Dude (#8)

Southern Sunrise (#9)

HOBBITS HERO (#10)
Clever Royal (#5)

Local One Thirty (#9)

ONE MORE ROLL (#8)
Papa G (#3)

Secret Revealed (#5)

MASTER THE BLUES (#7)
Irish Presence (#3)

Oscar Party (#1)

ANTIQUITY (#1)
Intoxicating Move (#8)

Natalie Paige (#10)

SKY KINGDOM (#8)
Soi Phet (#9)

Big John B (#6)

SUMMEROFSITXYTHREE (#9)
Sam’s Siser (#2)
Go Get Em Babe (#3)
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Del Mar Santa Rosa Evangeline
Race Selections for Friday Evening, July 25th, 2014

READ MY LIPS (#4)
Perfecta (#5)

Rafter F Nelly (#3)

LUTINE BELLE (#3)
Indian Rocket (#6)

Definitely Not (#4)

LITTLE JACK (#2)
Califo Cat (#4)

Yahoo Tahoe (#5)

NADIE SASH (#8)
Wildcat Janine (#7)

Cara Has It (#6)

SPEEDY WHITE SOCKS (#1)
Cant Do the Danse (#6)

Unusual Americaine (#7)

PRIDDIS WILDCAT (#1)
Highly Cynical (#5)

Al Faatik (#6)

FORDHAM ROAD (#6)
Foogard (#5)

Shackbamalama (#1)

ANYTIME (#2)
Rockin Denile (#5)
Taxali Gate (#9)

QUEEN’S ESCORT (#3)
Smartasawhip (#8)

Junior Boy (#5)

YOSHIMI PINK (#2)
Silky Huff (#4)

Check Her Twice (#5)

YANKHERSTRIPES (#9)
Una Corona (#7)

Beauley (#8)

COAL MINER CHARLIE (#3)
Heza Waltzin (#1)

Sinister Spinner (#7)

AMERICAJUN (#9)
Heath’s Comet (#4)

Y’all Come (#8)

MY MAN PARKER (#6)
Its a Privilege (#3)

Ima Smash Oak (#4)

WILDCAT’S TUNE (#8)
Thunder Hooves (#10)

Geaux Lion (#3)

STRIKE FOR GOLD (#8)
Big Top Juan (#7)
Stormin Encore (#2)

THEYPLAYINGOURSONG (#1)
Gold Chrome (#1a)

Miss Molly B (#5)

Dr Jacob D (#8)
Coded Sugar Cane (#1)

ELITE RHYTHM (#5)


